Demon's Cycle Continue to Ensure Safe Online Shopping With
the Highest Payment Security Standards
Demon's Cycle takes online security seriously and has a perfect safety record for
customers buying via its website. But Demon's Cycle never stop making
improvements and have now upgraded all of their online transaction processing to be
PCI DSS compliant.
January 6, 2010 (FPRC) -- Fort Lauderdale – Demon's Cycle, the custom motorcycle designer and
manufacturer in Florida, has always taken online credit card transactions seriously and since the
launch of its website, which allows customers to securely order and pay for custom motorcycle parts
online, they have had a perfect online safety record. To stay at the cutting edge of the modern
technology Demon’s Cycle website team have now improved their entire whole processing system
to be PCI DSS compliant.
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is a set of comprehensive
requirements to ensure payment security. It was developed by the PCI Security Standards Council
which includes payment giants like American Express, MasterCard and Visa. The DSS security
standard covers areas such as security management, policies, procedures, network architecture and
software design.
By upgrading their online transaction system to be PCI DSS compliant Demon's Cycle are ensuring
that customers can safely shop with them without fear or worry about their personal and credit card
information being exposed.
“It’s a good feeling to know that neither our customers nor our company will have any trouble with
regards to identity and credit card information theft” said Artem Rodos, Demon’s Cycle Vice
President. “Demon’s Cycle website does not store any customer credit card information, so all the
financial information entered is deleted right after the verification process. This way it can never be
stolen or modified.”
The Demon's Cycle website is a valuable resource for all those interested in buying custom parts for
Harley-Davidson motorcycles. Demon's Cycle offer a extensive range of parts including Air
Cleaners, Carburetors, Engines, Gas Tanks, Mirrors, Tires and Headlights.
About Demon's Cycle
Demon's Cycle was started over fifteen years ago by Tom Steinbacher and has a reputation as a
pioneer of radical motorcycle designs, euro style bikes and custom chopper concepts.
Headquartered in South Florida, Demon's Cycle is an international custom motorcycle wholesale
company. As well as building custom motorcycles Demon's Cycle specialize in the sale of custom
parts for Harley-Davidson motorcycles. They offer a wide range of parts from engines to LED turn
signals.
Contact
Demon's Cycle Inc.
378 SW 14th Ave.
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Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Telephone: 954-943-0000
Fax: 954-943-0377
Web: http://www.demonscycle.com
Contact Information
For more information contact Demons Cycle Inc of Demons Cycle Inc
(http://www.demonscycle.com)
954-943-0000
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